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A Journey on the Study to Influence 
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Who can sell Masonry?



Hinck’s “How to do an Elevator Speech”

Make your pitch (your story and examples):
• Spark the interest.
• Specific and concise.
• Powerful and positive.
• Genuine, personal story.
• Masonic benefits (Examples).

Let me get your contact information…

What do you like to do?  (Listen)



• Super 
• Smart
• Past
• Grand
• Master



• S
• S
• P
• G
• M
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What do you like to do?  (Listen)



What makes your heart sing?



How has Masonry changed your life?
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What is Freemasonry?



Freemasonry – the Reality…



Many fraternal organizations and social 
fraternities were once the “heart of our 
society” and “schools of democracy”…

And in voluntary organizations, both 
civic and social skills were learned, 
“members learned how to run meetings, 
speak in public, write letters, organize 
projects, and debate public issues with 
civility” (p. 338-339).

Collectively, fraternal organizations 
helped constitute the national character 
and fabric of our nation...



Family of Fraternal Organizations



But Why Study Masonry?



Founding a Nation

9 of 56 signers were Masons. 
13 of 39 signers were Masons. 





Freedom of religion.
Freedom of speech.
Freedom of the expression.
Right to assemble.
Right to just and due process.
Right to a public trial.
Right to a public education.

All Masonic principles.



Masonry had a profound and lasting 
effect on the building of America.

Masonry offers a way to understand 
the fabric of our nation’s character.

But there is a problem with diminishing 
numbers on our national influence.



“On average, across all fraternal organizations, 
membership rates began to plateau around 
1957, peaked in the early 1960s, and began 
the period of sustained decline by 1969” 
(Putnam, 2000, p. 55).



The Problem

1954 2014

8M

5M

4M

1M500K

60K



Research Questions

#1: What are the different factors or reasons which cause 
some people to join or not join Masonry?

#2: What is the relationship, if any, between values and 
decisions to remain or quit being active in Masonry?



Freemasonry
Masonic
Nonprofit
Fraternal 
Organization
Volunteer
Membership
Attraction
Retention
Turnover



The Causes of Membership Decline…

Social & Cultural changes - Bowling Alone Phenomenon

Needs have changed.

Society has changed.

People are different.

Technology has changed.

SPECULATION!

We really do not know why the decline has happened.
There has been no definitive study of the membership decline.



The literature review sheds some light on 
the subject, but illuminates a bigger problem…



There is a real                  gap in the literature.



Three Interviews

Why did you join 
and then leave?

Three Interviews

Why did you join 
and stay involved?





Attraction and Retention

John Hinck
University of San Diego

“Why did you join?”
- Expected; family involved
- Interested in Masonry
- Seemed like a valuable organization
- Saw great value in Masonry
- 5th generation Mason; tradition
- Logical step after Masonic youth
- Friends already in / knew people
- Would make me a better person
- Good people

“Why did you leave (stay involved)?”
- Lack of substance/nothing for me
- Didn’t meet my / family interests
- Not relevant/out of date
- Not making difference in community
- Long meetings at night
- Social events were all about ritual
- Not family oriented
- Too traditional/rigid in what is done
- Treated poorly/lodge politics



Value of an Organization and Others

John Hinck
University of San Diego

“What is a valuable organization?”
- Meets my interests/needs
- Makes feel important/cared for
- Enriches people/community
- Intellectually stimulating/Contacts
- Improves me in some key way
- Family oriented
- Respects my time and family
- Ethical practices
- Maintains contact/cares about me

“What values in others are important?”
- Trustworthy
- Helps/Aids me in doing better in life
- Makes me feel appreciated
- Makes me better (hearts/minds)
- Camaraderie 
- Honest conversation
- Shows interest in me and my family
- Reliable
- Network/Resources they provide
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Masonry could do these things, but  they 
need to change….be less rigid, more 
contemporary, less focus on ritual and more 
on fraternal, shorter meetings, make me feel 

more valued and trusted, and make 
a difference in the community.



Making a difference
Valued
Trusted

*Global Workforce Study Report, 2012



Making a difference?

Valuing people?

Showing that you truly trust others?

Examples: connected to a BIGGER movement or organization doing 
worthwhile things in the community/world; purpose matches their interests.

Examples: listened to, receive knowledge, shown appreciation/recognition, 
rewarded, asked their opinion on events, respect time with effective meetings.

Examples: given responsibility, receive training/skills, given freedom to 
plan/execute, selected for bigger projects, promoted to leadership positions. 



Why People Stay in Masonry!

United around a common objective

Valued by others as a “family”

Feeling like they are trusted/valued!

Examples: connected to a BIGGER movement or organize for action doing 
worthwhile things in the community/world; purpose matches their interests.

Examples: listened to by/engage with the elders, receive knowledge, shown 
appreciation/recognition, rewarded, asked opinions, respect time-quality events. 

Examples: given responsibility, receive training/skills, given freedom to 
plan/execute, selected for bigger projects, promoted to leadership positions. 



How are you and your people:

Making a difference?
Valuing people?

Showing that you truly trust others?



Why People Join Masonry!

Alignment of values/interests

Family aspect of becoming a Mason
and joining the greater Masonic family

Seeking to make a meaningful difference 
an a personal level and a higher level…



Takeaways

We embody it

Masonic influence

National character

Why the decline?

Gap in literature

Some answers

United around a common objective

Valued by others as & a “family”

Feeling like they are trusted/valued!

Alignment of values/interests

Aspect of joining a “family”

Seek a meaningful difference

Join Stay



Further study 
and practice
are needed



Further study
and practice
are needed

 Fill the gap and understand the issues.
 Develop/Test retention theories.
 Build knowledge to make a difference.
 Influence Masonry.
 Influence national character.
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Thank You

John M. Hinck, 32o

PhD Student, University of San Diego
johnhinck.sandiego.edu
www.johnmhinck.com



1. Membership attraction/retention in social nonprofits.
2. Impact of org actions/culture on retention decisions.
3. Relationship of individual experiences and retention.
4. Document analysis on Masonic membership information.
5. Relevant survey instruments on volunteer retention.

1

2

3

4
5

Lack of empirical data/formal studies.

Even less on membership retention.

Context, relationships, & culture matter 
in people making retention decisions.

Desire to feel needed, valued, and part
of something making a BIG difference.

No internal study on membership 
retention; external pilot studies.

No survey which predicts or shows a 
cause and effect on retention decisions.



328 potential sources
On nonprofit membership attraction and retention

108 relevant for scholarly research
Peer-reviewed articles/original research, Masonic documents

79 specific to attraction and retention practices  
Fraternal organizations, social nonprofits, volunteer orgs

29 related to theory
Leadership studies, org theory, and human development



79 specific to attraction and retention practices  
Fraternal organizations, social nonprofits, volunteer orgs

1. Membership attraction/retention in social nonprofits.
2. Impact of org actions/culture on retention decisions.
3. Relationship of individual experiences and retention.
4. Document analysis on Masonic membership information.
5. Relevant survey instruments on volunteer retention.


